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Chalutzim

Chalutzim campers may be short in 
stature, but never in spirit!  Chalutzimers 
we’re always cheering at meals—whether 
it be about eggs, bagels and lox, or of 
course Brian and Kari.  With the village of 
Chalutzim situated in the middle of camp 
it’s easy to walk by and get in on a good 
game of Gaga, or join in on a funny 
conversation!  First session had a great 
time at Willy Wonka night, and second 
session went NUTS with the UK and USA.  
Plus who can forget trips to Pioneer Water 
Land, overnights with Teva staff, and 
plenty of fun at the pool! Chalutzim—2015 
is a summer we’ll always remember.

Chalutzimers Adam Neides and Jordan 
Trostler enjoy the lake

Gillian Rzepka and Sophia Madden 
Ride Horses during an Ohalim Chug

continued on page 2

Noar

Noar was quite the place to be this 
summer!  Matt and Izzy got married, a 
Door Hinge tree grew down by the lower 
courts, and there was plenty of time spent 
around campfires.  Noar had the most 
free choice in camp, and took advantage 
of all camp had to offer—especially the 
ample room to play cards!  But camp 
wasn’t enough room for Noar.  The eighth 
grade hit the road and ventured down to 
Ohio University for rappelling, hiking, and 
kayaking.  The ninth grade drove even 
further south to make it to West Virginia, 
where they enjoyed some of the best 
whitewater rafting the country has to offer!  
It was a great year to be in Noar, and the 
bar has been set for summers to come!

Ohalim
Ohalim was truly a force of nature this past 
summer.  From all-village campfires with 
singing and stories, to some of the craziest 
late-night pranks, Ohalim was definitely the 
place to be!  Who can forget Spork Night 
first session--we know Noar won’t! Second 
session had a whole series of ridiculous 
programs that Ohalim cheered about at 
every meal.  Each night just added onto 
the previous night’s cheer like, “Shark, 
Wauwatosa Sheboygan TREE night!”  
Ohalim had tons of fun at Wildwater 
Kingdom, and was the life of the party 
when it came to Maccabiah.  Ohalim, it’s 
in-tents, and we’ll take it that way any day!

Noar boys enjoying some village time

We like it, we love it, we want more of it! 
Summer program highlights 
Summer 2015 truly pulsated with energy.  It screamed with the type of excitement that makes Camp Wise so unique.  From swimming 
across the Ohalim Rec first session, to sling-shoting water balloons second session, the summer was full of hilarious moments!  Camp 
Wise Whip and NaeNaed our way across the summer months.  There were UFO sightings, gnomes gone missing, and a Sheriff named 
Eugene to solve these mysteries!  Fast Food was the Maccabiah that 2015 never saw, but Harry Potter came for a visit first session, 
and Camp Wise turned into a Jungle during Maccabiah second session!  Now, months after the last “Have You Got that Spirit” shook 
the Chadar’s foundation, the last GaGa victor had been declared, and the Ohalim tent flaps had been lowered for the last time, you 
can still feel the magic that happened at 13164 Taylor Wells Road!  We hope that magic helps keep you warm and happy for the 
winter months to come, and can’t wait to see you for Summer 2016!  
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around the campfire with Sean

Over the past 7 years, CW has become 
more than a community for me – it has 
become a family. When I was hired in 2008 
I thought this was just going to be another 
camp job. Boy was I wrong! From the first 
day you welcomed me with open arms 
because that is the Camp Wise way. You 
took the time to teach me traditions and 
show me what it meant to be a passionate 
Camp Wise staff member. When Jenny, 
and then Olivia, became a part of my life, 
you made them feel just as welcomed. 
Jenny, Olivia, and I have been lucky to be 
a part of the CW family. 

Camp Wise is a wonderful place filled with 
support, laughter, and friendship. That is 
why saying goodbye is so difficult for us. It 
was a tough decision, but we knew it was 
the right time for us to move closer to our 
family. We are truly blessed for everything 
the CW community has done for us.

Knowing that camp is in great hands 
makes this transition so much easier. The 
team in place is a skilled, talented and very 
dedicated group that has kept camp 
running at a high level for too many years 
to count. They have worked to create a 
culture that allows campers to thrive in an 

environment that is fun and safe. I have no 
doubt that this summer will be the best 
summer yet!

Lastly, I want to take the time to thank 
everyone, but most importantly I want to 
thank the campers. You are the spark that 
keeps the campfire burning with ruach 
(spirit). It’s because of you that I have 
enjoyed my time at Camp Wise. From the 
smiles I witnessed on the first day of camp 
to the tears I shared with you on the last 
day are ingrained in my soul. To watch so 
many of you grow up and become strong, 
confident, and independent individuals has 
been an honor. The journey with all of you 
was so much better than I could’ve 
imagined. Camp is life changing, no matter 
if you’re a camper or the director. You have 
all made a difference in my life and I am 
forever grateful. 

Keep campin’ my friends,

Sean Morgan

Dear Camp Wise Families,

Solel campers just takin’ it all in on  
“The Deck!”

Solel
Solel—the peak of the Camp Wise 
summer experience!  From trips to Detroit 
to live our Jewish core value of Tikun 
Olam, to trips to the Carolinas to raft, 
zip, and play—you all really lived it up 
this year!  Solel set the positive energy 
for the rest of camp both sessions.  Their 

Summer program highlights, continued from page 1

crazy antics were only matched by their 
boisterous attitudes!  From late-night pool 
jumps to moving all-camp campfires, Solel 
2015 started some traditions that will last.  
We’re sure Solel campers memories of this 
summer will last a lifetime.  

Sean, Jenny, and Olivia hangin’ out in the 
covered gym last summer

Friendships won 
need never die.” 
-Bless this House. We’ll miss you Sean!
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The group at the annual Women’s Retreat 
enjoyed all of the activities camp has to  
offer and more

Multiple generations enjoy camp and each other at 
Family Camp

Participants of Camp Chai proudly smile and show off their 
tie dye shirts

Camp isn’t just for kids
All the fun and excitement of Camp Wise is not just for kids!  In addition to the summer camp program at Camp Wise,  
we offer several programs to get everyone involved. For more information on any of the following programs or to  
register call (216) 593-6250.

Camp for the Whole Family!  Many families had a blast 
this past year at the annual Camp Wise Family Camp. Kids, moms, dads, and 
grandparents all had a chance to participate in many different camp activities 
like boating, zip line, archery, tower, giant swing, jet skiing, and tie dying. 
Highlights included turning the lake into a “parent free zone” on Saturday 
afternoon and taking everyone for rides on the jet skis while at the same time, 
parents we’re able to have a little “kid free time” and relax! On Saturday 
night families split up into two teams and competed in the Minute to Win It 
Challenge.  Later, when the kids were getting ready for bed and hanging out 
with their counselors, parents tested their knowledge during an all-adult “bar” 
trivia challenge.  Family Camp 2015 was full of laughter, new experiences, and 
great friends. We hope to see YOU for 2016!

Women of the World!
Life can be a lot to manage!  Sometimes a weekend to relax, refresh, and renew 
is called for. Women of all ages showed up this past summer for our annual 
Women’s Weekend!  This past year over 30 women came from as far as California 
to participate in a weekend of rejuvenation at Camp Wise, and we hope that you’ll 
consider joining them next summer.  The weekend can be spent trying every activity 
camp has to offer (plus some bonuses like a massage and wine tasting), or it can be 
spent sitting next to the pool enjoying your favorite book. A perfect gift for mothers, 
grandmothers or wives! 2016 is a 10 year milestone for Women’s Weekend. Let’s 
make it the biggest and best!

Everyone’s “Home of Happiness” 
We believe that camp is something that everyone deserves to 
experience. With this mission in mind, Camp Wise is proud to offer 
Camp Chai, a taste of camp for adults with diverse needs.  Adults who 
require varied levels of support come to camp with a dedicated group 
of camp staff and particpate in all the fun activities and programs that 
camp has to offer. The group does arts and crafts, swimming, the 
climbing tower, lake activities, sports, camp fires, and so much more 
during their visit. It is a unique opportunity for participants and staff 
alike. 
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Alumni Reunion:     
A new Camp Wise rite of Passage

Alumni Reunion Weekend is beginning to 
become a Camp Wise rite of passage--like 
sleeping in the rain on a Solel trip, or serving 
as an SIT.  Alumni can first attend Alumni 
camp 5 summers after they have graduated 
high school.  For example, this past summer 
the youngest Alumni that could attend 
Alumni Camp graduated high school in 
2010.  Now, Alumni have begun to count 
down the years until they can attend—until 
they can spend time surrounded by their 
favorite people at their Home of Happiness.  
Alumni long to be at camp unfettered by 
the nuisances of rules and responsibilities.  
When they can come to camp as an adult…
and act like a kid again!

Nothing compares to time spent at camp.  
Roaming around the Noar Rec  Field under 
a sky full of brightly lit stars.  Floating into 
breakfast Saturday morning to eat some 
bagels and donuts.  Hanging around a 

campfire.  Sitting in the chapel.  Luckily, for 
those able to attend Alumni Reunion, the 
tradition continues.  

This past Labor Day weekend over 45 
Alumni came out for the Second Annual 
Alumni Camp Weekend.  Alumni joined us 
throughout the weekend with the majority 
staying from Friday until Sunday afternoon. 
Alumni from the ‘70s, ‘80s, ‘90s and ‘00s 
came to relive the glory of their days at 
camp, catch up with old friends, and make a 
few new ones!  

The weekend started with welcomes, 
introductions, and a happy hour.  The crowd 
quickly sauntered down to the Chapel for a 
Camp Wise Friday night service.  Later the 
group headed back up to the Chadar for 
a Shabbat dinner, complete with the long 
Birikat Hamazon—and people popping out 
of the loft.  A Spirit Circle from the ages 

followed, with a spotlight on a killer “Oh A 
Dee Ah” and “Have You Got that Spirit.”  
Friday night ended with friends and foolery 
around the fire—a perfect Camp evening.

Saturday was full of options.  Some went 
to the lake, some hung out by the pool.  
Everyone took time to tie dye their Camp 
Wise T’s.  Havdallah and more campfire time 
wrapped up the evening as time traveled 
quickly into Sunday.  

On Sunday we welcomed Alumni of all ages 
to the Alumni BBQ.  It was an awesome time 
for Alumni who couldn’t make an overnight 
to reconnect with camp friends and see how 
the place was doing.  How neat to see old 
co-staff show their not-yet-camp-age kids 
around a place that they held so dearly.  We 
love this new Camp Wise tradition, and can’t 
wait to see you next year!

From generation to generation, Camp Wise Alumni gathered this past September  

to share memories and traditions
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“You’re the best, around!” the 2015 staff scholarship winners
For Camp Wise Staff there is no higher honor than staff scholarship.   Staff has the opportunity to recognize one another’s achievements throughout the summer with shoutouts, notes, and quick thank yous.   As the summer closes, staff members are able to nominate their peers who have gone the extra mile to make Camp Wise such a magical place. The staff members nominated are known for being energetic, helpful, and positive even in the most difficult of times.  They are leaders amongst their peers and exemplify what it means to be a Camp Wise staff member. At the end of the summer, staff donate things like vintage clothing, craft projects, or a night on the town on a college campus to a staff auction held at the all-stafff banquet. All of the proceeds of the auction are divided up between the staff scholarship winners as a bonus for their hard work and dedication. 

This year we had five staff scholarship winners and a portion of the proceeds were donated to camper scholarship. The winners were: Alistair Parkinson, Karl Taylor, Hannah Tucker, Joe Gurski, and Adam Bloom.
Alistair Parkinson goes by many 
names at Camp Wise: Tree man, 
Alison, Celery Guy, Cool Uncle 
Al, Ali P. They are all nicknames 
earned through his undying 
goofiness and love of camp.  2015 
was Ali’s second year at camp.  Ali 
was thrilled to be a captain of the 
Green barf team in Harry Potter Macabiah, but a big part of Ali’s summer was spent in Teva, where he was a specialist. Ali particularly loved leading kids on themed overnights—like an enchanted Disney forest or a future run by robots! Ali got to be a part of the mighty village of Ohalim all summer long.  Camp Wise has played a massive part in Ali’s life. All friendships, memories and amazing experiences will stay with him for a lifetime.

Karl Taylor came to Camp Wise 
from across The Pond.  He has a 
degree in Broadcast Journalism and 
now works in Children’s TV at the 
BBC when he’s not at Camp Wise. 
In his two summers on staff, Karl 
has had the honor of working in 
the incredible village of Chalutzim! As the programmer for Chalutzim, Karl got covered in chocolate sauce at Willy Wonka Night, trained to be a spy, beat the super villains on Minions Night, and even had a New Year’s Eve pool party!  His favorite part of camp is undoubtedly cheering and singing during meals! Karl notes, “It’s incredible to see and hear so many kids being themselves and having the freedom to shout and sing and show off their spirit!” 1...2, 3, 4, 5 Chalutzim is really alive! Yeah Karl!

Hannah Tucker is in her second 
year at Ohio University studying 
Business. This was Hannah’s 
9th summer at the Home of 
Happiness; it was one of her 
favorite summers and one she 
will never forget! Hannah enjoyed 
planning many programs and activities for her cabins in Noar both sessions. Some of Hannah’s favorite memories from this past summer were jumping into the pool after basketball with her N5 girls, and when her N6 girls made her and her co-counselors go on a scavenger hunt to find them.! This summer, along with being a Noar counselor, Hannah had the opportunity to be a Maccabiah judge and planned an amazing Jungle Maccabiah second session.  Camp Wise has given Hannah a home away from home that will impact her for the rest of her life.

Joe Gurski lives in the North of 
England, and recently graduated 
from York St John University with 
a degree in English Language 
& Creative Writing. He wants to 
become a writer for TV, and we 
hope one day we see his name 
at the beginning of our favorite sitcom.  2015 was Joe’s second summer at camp, and it has become such a home to him that Summer 2016 at Camp Wise is definitely in the books.  Joe is the man behind the video camera, creating memorable projects with campers including a shot by shot remake of Taylor Swift’s “Bad Blood” music video and a camp-inspired parody of “The Hunger Games.” Joe had the honor of representing the tie dye team in this summer’s second session Jungle Maccabiah, which he privately feels has been and will be the biggest achievement of his life (and doesn’t understand why his non-camp friends don’t get how big of a deal it was)!  Camp has completely changed Joe’s outlook on life for the better, and has provided him with one of the absolute greatest experiences of his life.

Hailing from Dayton, OH Adam 
Bloom is now in his second year 
at Trinity College.  He is studying 
education, a passion he found  
while working at camp.  2015 
marked Adam’s 12th summer 
at Camp Wise. Clearly he can’t 
imagine summer without returning to the Home of Happiness!  If it’s Letter Writing Day, you know Adam is around. His boundless energy ensures that everyone around him is up on their benches cheering and singing during every meal, even breakfast! So of course it was no surprise that Adam was also a captain for the winning Tie Dye team during Session I Harry Potter Maccabiah. 

If you want to recognize our staff, please see the attached envelope to donate to the I      CW Staff fund. You can also choose to join our staff in donating to Camper Scholarship.

Scholarships: The staff chose to divide the auction proceeds six ways, with the sixth portion donated on behalf  of the 2015 staff to Camper Scholarship. This is one way the camp staff chose to “Live Wise” again this summer.
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Our famous winter camps are open to the whole community!  You don’t have to be a Camp Wise camper to 
attend.  It’s the perfect time to invite friends who have never been to camp before and let them see what the 
“Camp Wise Magic” is really about!

If summer can’t come soon enough,  
come join us for…

The Sixth Annual:  
5th & 6th Grade 
Winter Camp
All current 5th and 6th graders are invited to take a magical trip 
to camp this winter!  If you have never spent a summer at camp 
this is the perfect time to check out this special place for two days 
of winter fun.  Come enjoy awesome snow activities like sledding, 
snowman building, and winter obstacle courses.  Even gaga and 
battleball in the snow!  And when we get cold we’ll head inside 
to hang by the fire in the Chadar, enjoy some awesome meals, 
and spend a warm and cozy night at camp!  All of our buildings 
are heated, and we are ready to have an action-packed two-day 
wonderland!  Can’t wait to see you there!

Sunday, January 17, 11:30 am to Monday, January 18, 5 pm

Cost: $100.00

Busses leave from and return to the Mandel JCC.

Registration opens Monday, December 14.

Visit CampWise.org or call (216) 593-6250 for more details.

The fourth annual: 
7th and 8th Grade 
Winter Camp
All current 7th and 8th Graders are invited to join us for a night 
at camp and a day on the slopes tubing!  It makes no difference 
if you have never spent a summer at camp, or if camp is your 
second home—this is the perfect President’s Day weekend 
event for you!  We’ll head out to camp; enjoy dinner, some 
fun and games, and late-night hang outs!  The next morning 
we’ll sleep-in, grab some brunch and then head to one of our 
local ski hills for an afternoon filled with tubing, laughing, and 
outdoor fun!  It’s going to be epic—we’ll see you there!

Sunday, February 14, 4:00 pm to Monday, February 15, 5 pm

Cost: $100.00

Busses leave from and return to the Mandel JCC.

Registration opens Thursday, Monday, January 11.

Visit CampWise.org or call (216) 593-6250 for more 
information.

Campers take advantage of the snow during 5th and 6th 
Grade Winter Camp

Tubing is always fun during 7th and 8th grade winter camp
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A very special “Todah Rabah” to all of our  
most recent Camp Wise donors!
We are honored to recognize the families, individuals and groups who have chosen to make thoughtful and generous contributions to  
Camp Wise. Please let us know if your name was inadvertently left off of this list.

Scholarship
Ellen & Jonathan Brown

Matthew Golden

Adam Josephson

Sherri Koppel

Evan Meles

Jodi Moskowitz

Jane & Harry Nudelman

Jennie Post

Teri & Sam D. Roth Philanthropic Fund of the 
Youngstown Area Jewish Federation

Michael Shapiro

Melissa & Eli Steinberger

Marci & Daniel Ungar Philanthropic Fund of the 
Toledo Jewish Community Foundation

Jenny Walinsky

In Memory of Dr. Barbara Straus

Adam Goldberg

Lori & Richard Josephson

In Honor of the Birth of Ilan Intraub-Rotsky

Ann Levine

In Memory of Elizabeth Freireich

Jamie & Daniel Peltz

In Honor of the Engagement of Jennie Post and 
Ben Becker

Andrea and Sidney Steinberger

In Memory of Lydia Ondini Coleen Wilson

Jennifer & Jason Drasner

In Honor of The Grunzweigs

Lisa Gelber

In Honor of Halle Howard

In Honor of Julia Friedman

Tyler Katz & Josh Chefitz

In Honor of Julia Leb & the Infirmary Staff

In Honor of Tivon Sterin

In Honor of Sydney Turoff

In Memory of Steven Kanner

Tara & Mark Howard 

In Honor of Mara Golden

Matthew Golden

In Honor of Adam Hollander’s Counselors and 
Staff

Debra & Jason Hollander

Here is h
ow  

your gift can help:

•  A gift of $150 can send a 
child to  camp for 1 day!

•  A gift of $500 can provide 
us with Shabbat (and CW 
night) candles for the 
summer!

•  A gift of $750 can provide 
us with a horse for Horseback 
Riding chug for the summer!

•  A gift of $1000 can send a 
child to camp for 1 week!

•  A gift of $1,800 helps us 
certify all our staff in CPR and 
First Aid

•  A gift of $4,000 can send 
a child to camp for a whole 
session!
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“I’m tryin’ to tell you somethin’ ‘bout my life…”
Weddings…

Jenna Burns and Jon Tennant

Former staff members Jenna Burns and 
Jon Tennant were married on September 5

Danielle Rubinstein and Adam 
Schwinger  

Former staff members Danielle Rubinstein 
and Adam Schwinger were married on 
October 24

Sam Radwany and Molly Ray   

Sam Radwany (Solel ‘04) married Molly Ray 
on August 15

Ann Kravec and Iliya Weinstein  

Ann Kravec (Solel ‘99) and  former staff 
member Iliya Weinstein were married on 
June 14 

Olivia Killam and Daniel Potash

Olivia Killam (Solel ‘01 ) and Daniel Potash 
were married on December 6  

Daniel Shapiro and Lauren Rogak

Former camper, Daniel Shapiro married  
Lauren Rogak on June 14

Brian Hensien and Libby Gadbois

Brian Hensien (Solel ’99) and Libby 
Gadbois were married on September 19

We are proud of you, I said we are 
proud of you…uh!
When someone at camp celebrates a big day we all stand on our benches and cheer 
about it! Here is a big CW cheer for all those campers, who with their families have 
celebrated their B’nei Mitzvot since our last newsletter. Please let us know if we’ve 
missed you and we’ll include you in our next issue.
Amanda Bendis
Paige Brown
Mallory Chylla
Dylan Cira
Lauren Clar
Nikki Davis 
Jonah Cohn
Allie Feldman

Alex Grosman
Miranda Hexter
Josh Isakov
Sarah Kirsh
Lizzy Kohler 
Isaac Krueger
Delaney Lancry
Stuart Leavitt

Rachael Ledsky
Joey Lewis
Jason Loeb
Seth Melamed
Lane Murray
Sarah Namrow
Rylan Polster
Elana Rubanenko

Noah Schustsrman
Gabriel Shell
Ari Sokol
Jordan Sowards
Tyler Stovsky
Clay Williams
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C.I.T.s (Campers-in-Training)
Camp Wise Alum Years At Camp ‘Future Camper’

Brooke Liberman 1987-1993 Cooper Bechtel

Adam Bellows 2014 Max

Lanie Cohen Minkoff 1991-1997, 1999-2002 Eitan

Andy Henoch 1991-2001 Mila

Karen Zeitlin Colgan 1991-1994, 1996-1998 Remi

Sharon Senser McKellar 1988-1992 Lillian and Matilda

Michael Bertner 2001-2006, 2008 Atticus

Betsy Goodman Soshnik 1996-2004 George

Amy Saltzman Porter 1993-1998 Olive

David “Billy Bob” Friedman 1991-1993 Sawyer

Jeff Greenwald 1994-2009 Sloane

Sam Eppy 1997-2004 Benjamin

Please let us know when any Camp Wise alumnus welcomes a new baby and we’ll send 
them a Future Camper onesie! The onesie is featured here on Cooper,  Atticus, George, 
Remi, Lillian and Matilda!

Cooper Bechtel Mila HenochMax Bellows Eitan Minkoff

Remi Colgan 

Olive Porter 

Atticus Bertner

Sloane GreenwaldGeorge Soshnik Benjamin Eppy

Lillian and Matilda McKellar

“I’m tryin’ to tell you somethin’ ‘bout my life…”

KEEP US 
IN THE LOOP!
• Weddings

• Births

• B’nei Mitzvot

• Moves

• Jobs

• Other life events!

To Share your life events in 

the “Wise Times” e-mail: 

wisekids@mandeljcc.org
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mark your calendar for 2016! 
Jan 17-18 Ohalim Winter Wonderland

Feb 1 Last day for all camp fees to be refunded

Feb 14-15 A Mid-Winter’s Noar Dream

March 1 All camp fees must be paid 
Last day for camp fees to be refunded less deposit

April 13 New Family Night

June 5 Camp Open House

June 14 Session I begins 
Rishon I begins

June 26 Rishon I ends

July 10 Session I ends

July 13 Session II begins

July 21 Rishon II begins

Aug 2 Session II ends 
Rishon II ends

Be in touch!
Summer: 
13164 Taylor Wells Rd. 
Chardon, OH  44024

216.593.6250

Fall, Winter & Spring: 
26001 South Woodland Rd. 
Beachwood, OH  44122

216.593.6250

www.campwise.org

wisekids@mandeljcc.org

“Hey Dominican Republic…How Do You Feel!?”
New International Teen Travel with Camp Wise! 
For teens entering grade 11 and 12 

Camp Wise knows that kids of all different 
ages have different desires and different 
needs.  As kids grow through the camp 
program each village is uniquely designed 
to offer a great balance of experiences 
for that age group.  By high school we 
know that kids have a million and one 
opportunities laid in front of them.  With 
sports, extracurricular activities, and other 
commitments—attending camp for the 
full summer as an SIT or a Jr. Counselor 
is not in the cards for everyone.  But no 
one should have to leave “The Home of 
Happiness” behind.  Enter: Tiyul—Camp 
Wise Teen Travel! 

We know that teens crave the opportunity 
to establish independence, engage in 
unique experiences, and build community 
among their peers. Our brand new 
international trips program focuses on 
service learning and once-in-a-lifetime 
outdoor-adventure activities. This 
year’s trip is heading to the Dominican 
Republic for 18 days! Highlights include 

whitewater rafting, hiking, kayaking, zip-
lining and meaningful service projects. 
Our partnership with Rustic Pathways, a 
company that specializes in international 
teen travel, will ensure that the trip runs 
smoothly, safely, and is of the highest 
quality.  We’re extremely excited for this 
new Camp Wise tradition.

For more info visit mandeljcc.org/tiyul-
teen-travel/camp, give us a call at 216-
593-6250 or send us an email at wisekids@
mandeljcc.org.  The program is perfect 
for returning campers or campers who 
have never been a part of the Camp Wise 
before!

Teens on a Camp Wise adventure trip to The Four Corners area in 2014. The success of this trip sparked our interest in developing our teen trips program
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The last night of each session, on CW night, we recognize staff and campers who have 
been at camp for 5, 7, 10, 13 years and beyond.  Five years are recognized with a 5-year 
bag, 7 years earns you a cool 7-year shirt, after 10 years you receive a sacred Camp Wise 
Crazy Creek Chair, 13-year staff are honored with a giant CW sweatshirt blanket and this 
year the SITs created a space in the woods to honor staff who have been at camp for 15 
years or more. 

A Milestone Summer

Hannah Davidoff Julia Friedman Mara Friedman Ethan Goodman 

Tyler Krantz Nicole Krasnow Sarah Ludwig Matt Paley 

Adam Rossio Kari Semel Sarah Senkfor Max Shall 

Jake Simon Lexi Stovsky Rachel Felber (13) Eric Sterin (13)

Tivon Sterin (13) Sydnet “Bex” Turoff 
(13)

Andy Saltzman (18) 

We love our  
CW volunteers
Todah Rabah to our wonderful camp 
families who donate their time to camp 
each summer. Our volunteer doctors 
helped to keep camp healthy and 
happy, and our host families showed 
our international staff warm. Cleveland 
hospitality on their days off. If either 
of these opportunities sounds like 
something you’d like to try in 2016, 
please let us know!  

Doctors

Stacey Ehrenberg Buchner
Rita Cydulka
Arnie Feltoon
Doug Kohler
Scott Singer
Chris Young
Rob Zimmerman

Host Families
Laura & Harlin Adleman
Anne & Steven August
Debby & Dan Chessin
Cindy Datzman
Betsy & Russell Don
Jennifer & Jonathan Drasner
LeAnne & Michael Eisner
Stacie & Brian Ettinger
Anne & Scott Flamm
Julie & Michael Frayman
Tammy & Mark Gersman
Boris & Robert Greggo
Allison & Jon Harris
Tara & Mark Howard
Liz & Brett Krantz
Beth & David Krasnow
Donna & Mike Ludwig
Cyndi & Rob Port
Lisa & Brody Ritchie
Anna Rosenfeld & Aleksandr Rovner
Kathy & Rommie Sebo
Jessica & Alan Semel
Naomi Shifman
Deb & Scott Singer
Irit Cohen & Roger Slain
Jennifer & Tom Sterin
Laurie & Mark Wittenberg
Elaine Yasinow
Stacie Paghis & Thomas Zaffiro
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See you at a 
Camp event soon!

Folks of all ages had a blast this 
past fall at Camp Wise’s cookout 
at Patterson Fruit Farm. Hayrides, 
apple picking, and plenty of time 
to hang with old friends and meet 
some new ones! Keep tuned to 
CampWise.org for upcoming 
events this winter and spring. 
Can’t wait to see you there!


